UVeye Sets The Global Standard Of Vehicle Inspection

Mechanical issues  ●  Tire condition  ●  Exterior scanning

Meet UVeye
UVeye's deep learning-driven systems provide visibility for smarter decision making throughout the Automotive Lifecycle.

UVeye Advantages
● Fast and accurate inspections
● Improves productivity and efficiency
● Tracks new issues between scans
● Simplifies documentation of damages
● Enables predictive maintenance ops
● Increases upsell opportunities

Our Solution
UVeye's drive through systems identify issues such as leaks, rust, dents, scratches, worn brakes, tire punctures, and engine problems quickly and accurately.

Use Cases for UVeye Include

- OEMs
- Dealerships
- Fleets
- Workshops
- Rental
- Insurance
- DOT
Products Overview

UVeye combines proprietary-hardware with powerful computer vision imaging and deep learning anomaly detection for full-body coverage.

**Atlas**
- 360° exterior coverage
- High-resolution imaging
- Sub-millimeter level detection

**Helios**
- Stationary and mobile versions
- Multiple-angle full body capture
- Detects undercarriage anomalies

**Artemis**
- Detects wear and tear
- Air pressure indication
- Identifies DOT specifications